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 Justin Barnes, David Brunner and Pete Van Mullem, doctorate candidates, have 

received a request to write a paper on their presentations at AAHPERD, last March in 

Fort Worth.  David and Pete's session, titled- Coaching Competitive Ethics: Practical 

Applications for Teaching Character through Sport,  was a required session for 

continuing education credits in coaching with over 200 participants in attendance.  Their 

paper will be published in the online PElinks.  Barnes' session, which included Dr. Goc-

Karp and Dr. Stoll, was titled Playing Fair: Changing the Way We Teach to Play. 

 The Center staff was thrilled to have an impromptu visit from Chaplain Richard Camp, 

formerly the Chaplain of the United States Military Academy and presently, the 

Executive Director of A Christian Ministry in the National Parks, national office located 

in Freeport, MA.  Chaplain Camp is a master's runner and is competiting at the 2008 USA 

Masters' Track & Field Championships in Spokane and Spokane Falls Community 

College.  Running in the 100 and 200 M, Chaplain Camp is a member of Sprint Force 

America Masters Club. Dr. Stoll has always credited Chaplain Camp as the saving force 

who provided numerous opportunities to be a part of the greater USAM experience to 

help her adjust to the rigors of being a female and a civilian at the Academy in 1993-94. . . 

 Materials and curriculum were sent out to the 28 high schools and colleges enrolled in 

WWC for the coming year.  The curriculums, volume 1 -4, are sent to schools depending 

on their length of involvement in WWC.  For example, a first year school receives only 

first year texts; a second year receives texts 1 and 2; a third year receives 1, 2, and 3.  

 Matt Hellman and Justin Barnes were accepted to present at the 2009 Western Society of 

Kinesiology and Wellness in Reno, Nevada, October, 2008.  Barnes will be presenting a 

paper titled:  Is Collegiate Athletics Big Business, No!; Hellman will be presenting: The 

title of his presentation is:   A Step by Step Approach to Gaining access to High Level 

sport for the purpose of Research in Moral Reasoning and Moral Development.  

 Dr. Stoll was also accepted at Western Society to present:  Ethics and the Digital 

Generation.  
 Coming events: 

o Dr. Stoll is quoted in a forthcoming October, 2008, article of ChemMatters about the fairness of new athletic technology 

which improves performance.  http://www.acs.org/chemmatters. 
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